Outlawing Of Bible In Schools Asked
In Suit Filed In Dade County Florida

Vandiver Takes Part In Ground-Breaking For New Buildings
To Be Constructed On Campus Of The University Of Georgia

$16-Million-Dollar
Agenda For Higher
Education Set Up By
Chief Executive

ATHENS, GA. — Governor Ernest Vandiver recently joined with Dr. O. C. Ardenhold, President of the University of Georgia, in ground-breaking for six new dormitories to be built at the University System.

The ceremony marked the beginning of construction on the new facilities which is a part of a $16 million dollar building program undertaken by the Vandiver administration throughout the University System.

“We are facing a period in this State,” the Governor declared, “when we must prepare to take care of the vast numbers of young people who are going to need new and excellent colleges and university education in the immediate years ahead.”

MANIFOLD PROBLEMS

The Governor predicted some 25,000 new and additional students will enter Georgia colleges, both public and private, in the next ten to twelve years.

“There are manifold problems which confront our educators and the public at large which must be solved if American education is to fulfill its responsibilities to the children of Georgia in preparing them to meet this new and demanding age and exacting age in which we live,” the Governor stated.

Governor Vandiver listed the primary problems confronting education as these:

1. Additional physical facilities to accommodate increased enrollments.
2. More teachers to handle added numbers of students.
3. Salary adjustments to keep existing faculty members and to attract new ones.
4. Expansion of existing programs of study to keep abreast of latest developments in scientific and related fields.

BUILDING PROGRAM

“To keep faith with the children of Georgia, to keep faith with the future, (Continued on Page 2)
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